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One of the great philosophers of the 20th Century, Josef Pieper, gives a penetrating introduction
and guide to the life and works of perhaps the greatest philosopher ever, St. Thomas Aquinas.
Pieper provides a biography of Aquinas, an overview of the 13th century he lived in, and a
wonderful synthesis of his vast writings. Pieper shows how Aquinas reconciled the pragmatic
thought of Aristotle with the Church, proving that realistic knowledge need not preclude belief in
the spiritual realities of religion. According to Pieper, the marriage of faith and reason proposed
by Aquinas in his great synthesis of a "theologically founded worldliness" was not merely one
solution among many, but the great principle expressing the essence of the Christian West.
Pieper reveals his extraordinary command of original sources and excellent secondary materials
as he illuminates the thought of the great intellectual Doctor of the Church.

"One of the best introductions to the thought of Saint Thomas by one of the leading figures in the
Thomistic revival." — Ralph McInerny, University of Notre DameAbout the AuthorJosef Pieper,
perhaps the most popular Thomist philosopher of the twentieth century, was schooled in the
Greek classics and the writings of St. Thomas Aquinas. He also studied philosophy, law, and
sociology, and he was a professor at the University of Munster, West Germany. His numerous
books have been widely praised by both the secular and religious press.
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Alan Gallagher, “Excellent survey of biography and ideas of Thomas Aquinas. Pieper, Josef
(1991). Guide to Thomas Aquinas. San Francisco: Ignatius Press. 182 pages.This is a short (182
pages) introduction to (St.) Thomas Aquinas, the leading philosopher/theologian of the Middle
Ages (13th Century), by one of the leading Thomists of the 20th Century. It first acknowledges
the excellent works of such as G.K. Chesterton and Etienne Gilson on Aquinas and his times,
and then proceeds, by biography and ideas, to show what Aquinas did: marrying the reason of
Aristotle with the revelation of the Bible. Truth is one, and not to be feared wherever
found.Thomas jointed the Dominican Order at a young age, and became first student and then
teacher in Paris, and at the University of Paris. Contrary to today’s cliches, Thomas defended
positions then thought to be heretical, including the poverty of the medicant orders (Dominican
and Franciscan), and rescued Aristotle from the taint of Arabic sources. Finally, Thomas was
also a mystic, a saint, and THE Doctor of the Church, whose work became orthodoxy (although,
as Pieper point out, Thomas was not a “Thomist” and did not create a closed system of
knowledge).As a young man, I translated De ente et essentia (in the library at Duquesne
University), and read Chesterton, Maritain, Gilson, Copleston, J.H. Newman, Aquinas, and
Pieper himself (The End of Time). Father James Schall S.J. has rightly promoted Pieper
(Leisure: The basis of culture) as one of the great writers of the 20th Century, in part because of
his promotion of Aquinas and of learning which open to all of reality.Thomas says that we cannot
have real philosophy unless it is fully open to reality, which includes theology. The university
which excludes theology is no longer focused on the whole truth. The truth of reason is
important, but so is the truth of revelation (The Bible). The two cannot contradict and must
complement each other. Thomas helped make Aristotle known and acceptable to the West,
including the Catholic Church, but also is based upon Plato and Augustine.Aquinas was also a
Latin poet, as evidenced by his Corpus Christi hymns. His method of argument was/is a model,
in setting forth the best version of the arguments for each position, with respect and courtesy.
Thomas died at age 50, but produced an outstanding volume of work, including the Summa
contra Gentiles, and the Summa Theologica. Like Pieper, he believed that good philosophy
should be based upon the common language, and upon clear writing.Cf. G.K. Chesterton. St.
Thomas Aquinas. Etienne Gilson. The Christian philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas. Walsh.
Thirteenth: Greatest of Centuries.”

Peter Heap, “Where's Jesus?. Pieper's book gives a very clear account of the major themes of
Aquinas' thought and, equally importantly, the intellectual techniques he used. Accompanying
this is a helpful explanation of the religious and philosophical controversies of Aquinas' time
which gives a fuller understanding of where his thought came from, without diminishing his
personal achievement - and it should be noted that Pieper is a huge fan of Aquinas. Pieper's
careful thinking is always crystal clear and he expresses his conclusions in readable prose. The



only somewhat difficult section is the final chapter on the relationship of philosophy and
theology.However the book does have a curiously defensive air. Pieper misses few opportunities
to take jabs at various modern ideologies and patterns of thought, Marxism in particular.
Perhaps these worked better when delivered in person - the book is drawn from a lecture series
- than they do in print.There is, though, a deeper problem. An important part of Pieper's reason
for writing is to defend Aquinas - and presumably, by extension, the Roman Church - from the
accusation that he just imported Aristotelian thought wholesale into Christian belief. Pieper
makes a coherent argument that Aquinas used Aristotle and other thinkers where they pointed
him to a deeper truth rather than just citing them as authorities valuable in themselves. Aquinas'
achievement was to combine the Greek quest for rational knowledge of the world with what
Pieper identifies as the Biblical injunction to pursue voluntary poverty, producing "the principle
which expresses the essence of the Christian West."A study that makes such fundamental
claims about Christian belief might have been expected to refer more to the religion's founder: in
fact the word "Jesus" appears just once, in a footnote, and "Christ" only a handful of times,
mostly referring to an abstract idea.Despite his goal of defending Aquinas, Pieper in fact ends up
justifying an institution with focuses that would have been very familiar to Greek thinkers. The
emphasis on philosophical and theological inquiry is entirely in line with Aristotle's belief that the
exercise of the mind in science and philosophy is path to the highest human happiness.
Meanwhile, voluntary poverty adopted by those in a position to choose echoes the warnings
about the corrupting effect of riches regularly voiced by Greek and Roman advocates of the
republican ideal. Both may be commendable goals, but the Jesus who mocked the highly
learned Pharisees and identified with the truly, inescapably poor and other outcasts from
respectable society is nowhere to be seen.”

Artmarkit, “superb quality and service. excellent”

Canadian Joe, “Reality again finds its champion. The only commentator that comes close to
providing this sort of real introduction to Thomas is Etienne Gilson, and while Gilson really goes
to the depths of things (so to speak), Pieper really does provide both depth and breadth--an
account that really paints the picture of Thomas in his time, and in his order. The lecture series
format here is perfect for his task.”

Adan Lopez Miranda, “Delightfull. A really interesting analysis of Saint Thomas philosophy and
theology as well as part of his life. I recommend it to those that like these matters without being
experts like me.”

Dan in Portugal, “Great Introduction to the Thirteen Century and to St. Thomas. This is likely to
become - if it is not already - a classic introduction to both St. Thomas Aquinas and the
tumultuous 13th century. Piefer does an excellent job of taking very dense subject matters and



making them accessible.”

Kabir Abud Jaso, “Recomendable. Lo mejor que he leído sobre Santo Tomás. Lo recomiendo
para iniciar su lectura. Justo en este su día 28 de Enero”

The book by Josef Pieper has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 74 people have provided feedback.
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